
Object Recognition – Week 1 

 

The Cognitive Revolution  

1. What is introspection and who used it to study mental processes?  

Wundt, Titchener, and their colleagues concluded, therefore, that the only way to study thoughts is through introspection, or 

“looking within”, to observe and record the content of our own mental lives and the sequence of our own experiences.  

2. What are the main two problems with introspection?  

As one concern, these investigators soon had to acknowledge that some thoughts are unconscious, which meant that introspection 

was limited as a research tool. After, by its very nature, introspection is the study of conscious experiences, so of course it can tell 

us nothing about unconscious events.  

But there’s another, deeper problem with introspection. In order for any science to proceed, there must be some way to test its 

claims; otherwise, we have no means of separating correct assertions from false ones, accurate descriptions of the world from 

fictions. With introspection, this testability of claims is often unattainable.  

3. Who was the prominent behaviourist? 

John B. Watson was a prominent and persuasive advocate for the behaviourist movement.  

4. What sort of data did behaviourists examine? 

Data concerned with behaviour; measurable, recordable, physical events.  

5. What is the main problem with using a behaviourist approach to studying mental processes? 

The ways people act, and the ways they feel, are guided by how they understand or interpret the situation, and not by the 

objective situation itself. Therefore, if we follow the behaviourists’ instruction and focus only on the objective situation, we will 

often misunderstand why people are doing what they’re doing, and make the wrong predictions about how they’ll behave in the 

future. The behaviourist perspective demands that we not talk about mental entities such as beliefs, memories, and so on, because 

these things cannot be studied directly, and so cannot be studied scientifically. Yet it seems that these subjective entities play a 

pivotal role in guiding behaviour, and so we must consider them if we want to understand behaviour.   

6. Explain Kant’s transcendental method and give an example.  

To use Kant’s transcendental method, you begin with the observable facts and then work backward from these observations. In 

essence, you ask: how could these observations have come about? What must be the underlying causes that led to these effects? 

This method, sometimes called “inference to best explanation”, is at the heart of most modern science. Physicists, for example, 

routinely use this method to study objects or events that cannot be observed directly. Even though electrons themselves aren’t 

observable, their presence often leads to observable results – in essence, visible effects from an invisible cause.  

Form Perception  

1. What do ambiguous or reversible figures (such as Necker cube) tell us about perception?  
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As a practical matter, therefore, talking on the phone while driving is a bad idea. In fact, some people estimate that the danger 

caused by driving while on the phone is comparable to (and perhaps greater than) the risk of driving while drunk. But, on the 

theoretical side, notice that the interference observed between driving and talking is interference between two hugely distinct 

activities – a point that provides important information about the nature of the resource competition involved, and therefore the 

nature of mental resources.  

The data pattern is different if the driver is talking to a passenger in the car rather than using the phone. Conversations with 

passengers seem to cause little interference with driving, and the reason is simple. If the traffic becomes complicated or the driver 

has to perform some tricky manoeuvre, the passenger can see this – either by looking out of the car’s window or by noticing the 

driver’s tension and focus. In these cases, passengers helpfully slow down their side of the conversation, which takes the load off 

of the driver, enabling the driver to focus on the road.   

4. What is the mind’s “executive control” and when is it needed?  

Executive control refers to the mechanisms that allow you to control your own thoughts, and these mechanisms have multiple 

functions. Executive control helps keep your current goals in mind, so that these goals (and not habit) will guide your actions. The 

executive also ensures that your mental steps are organised into the right sequence – one that will move you toward your goal, 

executive control allows you to shift plans, or change strategy.  

Executive control can only handle one task at a time, and this point obviously puts limits on your ability to multitask – that is, to 

divide your attention. But executive control is also important when you’re trying to do just a single task.  

Practice  

1. Why does practice improve performance? 

As a task becomes more practiced, it requires fewer resources, or perhaps it requires less frequent use of these resources.  

This decrease in a task’s resource demand may be inevitable, given the function of some resources. Consider executive control; 

this control plays little role if you can rely on habit or routine in performing a task. But early in practice, when a task is new, you 

haven’t formed any relevant habits yet, so you have no habits to fall back on. As a result, executive control is needed all the time. 

once you’ve done the task over and over, you do acquire a repertoire of suitable habits, and so the demand for executive control 

decreases.  

Interference is less likely, if the “cognitive cost” of a task is low. In that case, you’ll have an easier time accommodating the task 

within your “resource budget”. And we’ve now added the idea that the resource demand (the “cost”) will be lower after practice 

than before. Therefore, it’s no surprise that practice makes divided attention easier – enabling the skilled driver to continue 

chatting with her passenger as they cruise down the highway, even though this combination is hopelessly difficult for the novice 

driver.  

2. Describe the following: automaticity, controlled tasks, and automatic tasks.  

Psychologists use the term automaticity to describe tasks that are well practiced and involve little (or no) control. 

Automatic tasks are well practiced and do not require flexibility; these tasks usually require little or no attention, and they can be 

carried out if the person is also busy with some other task.  

Controlled tasks are novel and require flexibility in one’s approach; these tasks usually require attention, so they cannot be 

carried out if the person is also busy with some other task.  
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Remembering Complex Events – Week 5  

 

Memory errors  

1. Describe Crombag et al. (1996) and Brewer & Treyens (1981), which have demonstrated how 

people make memory errors.  
In 1992, an El Al cargo plane lost power in two of its engines just after taking off from Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport. The pilot 

attempted to return the plane to the airport but couldn’t make it. A few minutes later, the plane crashed into an 11-story apartment 

in Amsterdam’s Bijlmermeer neighbourhood. The building collapsed and burst into flames; 43 people were killed, including the 

plane’s entire crew.  

Ten months later, researchers questioned 193 Dutch people about the crash, asking them in particular, “Did you see the television 

film of the moment the plane hit the apartment building?” More than half of the participants (107 of them) reported seeing the 

film, even though there was no such film. No camera had recorded the crash; no film (or any reenactment) was shown on 

television. The participants seemed to be remembering something that never took place.  

In a follow-up study, investigators surveyed another 93 people about the plane crash. These people were also asked whether 

they’d seen the (non-existent) TV film, and then they were asked detailed questions about exactly what they had seen in the film: 

Was the plane burning when it crashed, or did it catch fire a moment later? In the film, did they see the plane come down 

vertically with no forward speed, or did it hit the building while still moving horizontally at a considerable speed?  

Two thirds of these participants reported seeing the film, and most of them were able to provide details about what they had seen. 

When asked about the plane’s speed, for example, only 23% said that they couldn’t remember. The others gave various responses, 

presumably based on their “memory” of the (nonexistent) film..  

Other studies have produced similar results. There was no video footage of the car crash in which Princess Diana was killed, but 

44% of the British participants in one study recalled seeing the footage. More than a third of the participants questioned about a 

nightclub bombing in Bali recalled seeing a (nonexistent) video, and nearly all these participants reported details about what 

they’d seen in the video.  

It turns out that more persistent questioning can lead some of these people to admit they actually don’t remember seeing the video. 

Even with persistent questioning, though, many participants continue to insist that they did see the video – and they offer 

additional information about exactly what they saw in the film. Also, in all these studies, let’s emphasise that participants are 

thinking back to an emotional and much-discussed event; the researchers aren’t asking them to recall a minor occurrence.  

Is memory more accurate when the questions come after a shorter delay? In a study by Brewer and Treyens, participants were 

asked to wait briefly in the experimenter’s office prior to the procedure’s start. After 35 seconds, participants were taken out of 

this office and told that there was no experimental procedure. Instead, this study was concerned with their memory for the room in 

which they’d just been sitting.  

Participants’ descriptions of the office were powerfully influenced by their prior beliefs. Surely, most participants would expect an 

academic office to contain shelves filled with books. In this particular office, though, no books were in view. Even so, almost one 

third of the participants (9 of 30) reported seeing books in the office. Their recall, in other words, was governed by their 

expectations, not by reality.  
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Concepts – Week 6   

 

Definitions and Prototypes  

1. Why do our definitions of basic concepts like "dog" often fail? 

You know perfectly well what a dog is. But what is it that you know? One possibility is that your knowledge is somehow akin to a 

dictionary definition – that is, what you know is something like: “A dog is a creature that (a) is an animal, (b) has four legs, (c) 

barks, (d) wags its tail.” You could then use this definition in straightforward ways: When asked whether a candidate creature is a 

dog, you could use the definition as a checklist, scrutinising the candidate for the various defining features. When told that “a dog 

is an animal,” you would know that you hadn’t learned anything new, because this information is already contained within the 

definition. If you were asked what dogs, cats, and horses have in common, you could scan your definition of each looking for 

common elements.  

This proposal is correct in some cases, and so, for example, you certainly know definitions for concepts like “triangle” and “even 

number”. But what about more commonplace concepts? The concern here was brought to light by the 20th-century philosopher 

Ludwig Wittgenstein, who argued that the simple terms we all use every day actually don’t have definitions. For example, 

consider the word “game”. You know this word and can use it sensibly, but what is a game? As an approach to this question, we 

could ask, for example, about the game of hide-and-seek. What makes hide-and-seek a “game”? Hide-and-seek (a) is an activity 

most often practiced by children, (b) is engaged in for fun, (c) has certain rules, (d) involves several people, (e) is in some ways 

competitive, and (f) is played during periods of leisure. All these are plausible attributes of games, and so we seem well on our 

way to defining “game.” But are these attributes really part of the definition of “game”? What about the Olympic Games? The 

competitors in these games aren’t children, and runners in marathon races don’t look like they’re having a lot of fun. Likewise, 

what about card games played by one person? These are played alone, without competition. For that matter, what about the case of 

professional golfers?  

It seems that for each clause of the definition, we can find an exception – an activity that we call a “game” but that doesn’t have 

the relevant characteristic. And the same is true for almost any concept. We might define “shoe” as an item of apparel made out of 

leather, designed to be worn on the foot. But what about wooden shoes? What about a shoe designed by a master shoemaker, 

intended only for display? What about a shoe filled with cement, which therefore can’t be worn? Similarly, we might define “dog” 

in a way that includes four-leggedness, but what about a dog that has lost a limb in some accident? We might specify 

“communicates by barking” as part of the definition of dog, but what about the African Basenji, which has no bark?  

2. Explain the meaning of the term "family resemblance".  

It seems, then, we can’t say things like “A dog is creature that has fur and four legs and barks.” That’s because we easily find 

exceptions to this rule (a hairless Chihuahua; a three-legged dog; the barkless Basenji). But surely we can say, “Dogs usually are 

creatures that have fur, four legs, and bark, and a creature without these features is unlikely to be a dog.” This probabilistic 

phrasing preserves what’s good about definitions – the fact that they do name relevant features, shared by most members of the 

category. But this phrasing also allows a degree of uncertainty, some number of exceptions to the rule.  

In a similar spirit, Wittgenstein proposed that members of a category have a family resemblance to one another. To understand 

this term, think about an actual family – your own, perhaps. There are probably no “defining features” for your family – features 
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Imagery and Perception  

7. Describe the relationship between imagining and perceiving using evidence from Segal and 

Fusella's experiments.  

In an early study by Segal and Fusella, participants were asked to detect very faint signals – either dim visual stimuli or soft tones, 

and the participants did this in one of two conditions: either while forming a visual image before their “mind’s eye” or while 

forming an auditory image before their “mind’s ear”. In this way, we have a 2 x 2 design: two types of signals to be detected, and 

two types of imagery.  

Let’s hypothesise that there’s some overlap between imaging and perceiving – that is, there are mental processes that are involved 

in both activities. On this basis, we should expect interference if participants try to do both of these activities at once, on the idea 

that if these processes are occupied with imaging, then they’re not available for perceiving, and vice versa. That interference is 

exactly what Segal and Fusella observed. They found that forming a visual image interferes with seeing and that forming an 

auditory image interferes with hearing.  

The effect here was relatively small and error rates were relatively low. These points remind us that images are not hallucinations 

and people usually know their images are images. Nonetheless, the pattern in these data is statistically reliable – confirming that 

there is interference.  

Segal and Fusella’s participants were trying to visualise one thing while perceiving something entirely different. What happens if 

participants are contemplating a mental image related to the stimulus they’re trying to perceive? Can visualising a possible input 

“pave the way” for perception? Farah had participants visualise a form (either an H or a T). A moment later, either an H or a T was 

actually presented – but at a very low contrast, making the letter difficult to perceive. With this setup, perception was facilitated if 

participants had just been visualising the target form, and the effect was quite specific: Visualising an H made it easier to perceive 

an H; visualising a T made it easier to perceive a T. This result provides further confirmation of the claim that visualising and 

perceiving draw on similar mechanisms, so that one of these activities can prime the other.  

8. Describe the similarity in brain areas that are activated when people are imagining vs 

perceiving.  

The overlap between imaging and perceiving is also clear in biological evidence. We know a great deal about the specific brain 

structures required for vision, and it turns out that many of the same structures are crucial for imagery. This can be documented in 

several ways, including procedures that rely on neuroimaging techniques (like PET or fMRI) that map moment-by-moment 

activity in the brain. These techniques confirm that vision relies heavily on tissue located in the occipital cortex (and so these brain 

areas are highly activated whenever you’re examining a visual stimulus). It turns out that activity levels are also high in these 

areas when participants are visualising a stimulus before their “mind’s eye”.  

The biological parallels between imagery and perception can be documented even at a fine grain. Specifically, we know that 

different areas of the occipital cortex are involved in different aspects of visual perception – for example, Areas V1 and V2 in the 

cortex are involved in the earliest stages of visual perception, responding to specific low-level features of the input. It’s striking, 

therefore, that the same brain areas are particularly active whenever participants are maintaining highly detailed images, and that 

the amount of brain tissue showing activation increases as participants imagine larger and larger objects. In a similar way, certain 

areas in the brain are highly sensitive to motion in ordinary visual perception, and it turns out that the same brain areas are 
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People regularly overestimate the frequency of events that are, in actuality, quite rare. This probably plays a part in people’s 

willingness to buy lottery tickets; they overestimate the likelihood of winning. Likewise, physicians often overestimate the 

likelihood of a rare disease and, in the process, fail to pursue other, more appropriate, diagnoses.  

What causes this pattern? There’s little reason to spend time thinking about familiar events (“Oh, look – that airplane has 

wings!”), but you’re likely to notice and think about rare events, especially rare emotional events (“How awful – that airplane 

crashed!”). As a result, rare events are likely to be well recorded in memory, and this will, in turn, make these events easily 

available to you. As a consequence, if you rely on the availability heuristic, you’ll overestimate the frequency of these distinctive 

events and, correspondingly, overestimate the likelihood of similar events happening in the future.  

3. Describe the representativeness heuristic and give the gambler's fallacy example.  
Similar points can be made about the representativeness heuristic. Just like availability, this strategy often leads to the correct 

conclusion. But here, too, the strategy can sometimes lead you astray.  

How does the representativeness heuristic work? Let’s start with the fact that many of the categories you encounter are relatively 

homogenous. The category, “birds”, for example, is reasonably uniform with regard to the traits of having wings, having feathers, 

and so on. Virtually every member of the category has these traits, and so, in these regards, each member of the category 

resembles most of the others. Likewise, the category “motels” is homogenous to traits like has beds in each room, has a Bible in 

each room, and has an office, and so, again, in these regards each member of the category resembles the others.  

The representativeness heuristic capitalises on homogeneity. We expect each individual to resemble the other individuals in the 

category (i.e., we expect each individual to be representative of the category overall). As a result, we can use resemblance as a 

basis for judging the likelihood of category membership. So if a creature resembles others birds you’ve seen, you conclude that 

the creature probably is a bird. If a job candidate resembles successful hires you’ve made, you conclude that the person will 

probably be a successful hire; if someone you meet at a party resembles engineers you’ve known, you assume that the person is 

likely to be an engineer.  

Once again, though, use of this heuristic can lead to error. Imagine tossing a coin over and over, and let’s say that it lands “heads” 

up six times in a row. Many people believe that on the next toss the coin is more likely to come up tails. They reason that if the 

coin is far, then any series of tosses should contain roughly equal numbers of heads and tails. If no tails have appeared for a while, 

then some are “overdue” to make up the balance.  

This pattern of thinking is called the “gambler’s fallacy”. To see that it is a fallacy, bear in mind that a coin has no “memory”, so 

the coin has no way of knowing how long it has been since the last tails. Therefore, the likelihood of a tail occurring on any 

particular toss must be independent of what happened on previous tosses; there’s no way that the previous tosses could possibly 

influence the next one. As a result, the probability of a tail on toss number 7 is .50, just as it was on the first toss – and on every 

toss.  

What produces the gambler’s fallacy? The explanation lies in the assumption of category homogeneity. We know that in the long 

run, a fair coin will produce equal numbers of heads and tails. Therefore, the category of “all tosses” has this property. Our 

assumption of homogeneity, though, leads us to expect that any “representative” of the category will also have this property – that 

is, any sequence of tosses will also show the 50-50 split. But this isn’t true: Some sequences of tosses are 75% heads; some are 

5% heads. It’s only when we combine these sequences that the 50-50 split emerges.  
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were ready, he gave the signal and each group marched up a different road to the fortress, with all the groups arriving at 

the fortress at the same time. In this way, the general captured the fortress and overthrew the dictator.  

It’s easy to show that analogies are helpful, but it’s also plain that people under-use analogies. Consider the tumour problem. This 

problem is difficult, but people generally solve it if they use an analogy. Gick and Holyoak first had participants read about a 

related situation and then presented them with the tumour problem. When participants were encouraged to use this hint, 75% were 

able to solve the tumour problem. Without the hint, only 10% solved the problem.  

Note, though, that Gick and Holyoak had another group of participants read the “general and fortress” story, but these participants 

weren’t told that this story was relevant to the tumour problem. Only 30% of this group solved the tumour problem. 

Apparently, then, uninstructed use of analogies is rare, and one reason lies in how people search through memory when seeking an 

analogy. In solving the tumour problem, people seem to ask themselves: “What else do I know about tumours?”. This search will 

help them remember other situations in which they thought about tumours, but it won’t lead them to the “general and fortress” 

problem. This (potential) analogue will therefore lie dormant in memory and provide no help.  

To locate helpful analogies in memory, you generally need to look beyond the superficial features of the problem and think 

instead about the principles governing the problem – focusing on what’s sometimes called the problem’s “deep structure”. As a 

related point, you’ll be able to use an analogy only if you figure out how to map the prior case onto the problem now being solved 

– only if you realise, for example, that converging groups of soldiers correspond to converging rays that a fortress-to-be-captured 

corresponds to a tumour-to-be-destroyed. This mapping process can be difficult, and failures to figure out the mapping are 

another reason regularly fail to find and use analogies.  

5. What strategies help people to use analogies? 

Perhaps, then, we have our first suggestions about why people differ in their problem-solving ability. Perhaps the people who are 

better problem solvers are those who make better use of analogies – plausibly, because they pay attention to a problem’s deep 

structure rather than its superficial traits.  

Consistent with these claims, it turns out that that we can improve problem solving by encouraging people to pay attention to the 

problems’ underlying dynamic. For example, Cummins instructed participants in one group to analyse a series of algebra 

problems one by one. Participants in a second group were asked to compare the problems to one another, describing what the 

problems had in common. The latter instruction forced participants to think about the problems’ underlying structure; guided by 

this perspective, the participants were more likely, later on, to use the training problems as a basis for forming and using 

analogies.  

6. Why are experts better problem solvers than novices? 

How far can we go with these points? Can we use these simple ideas to explain the difference between ordinary problem solvers 

and genuine experts? To some extent, we can.  

We just suggested, for example, that it’s helpful to think about problems in terms of their deep structure, and this is, it seems, the 

way experts think about problems. In one study, participants were asked to categorise simple physics problems. Novices tended to 

place together all the problems involving river currents, all the problems involving springs, and so on, in each case focusing on the 

surface form of the problem. In contrast, experts (Ph.D. students in physics) ignored these details of the problems and, instead, 

sorted according to the physical principles relevant to the problems’ solution.  
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conclusion are hidden from view. You reach a decision, but again, you’re unable to introspect about the processes leading to that 

decision.  

Sometimes, however, the processes of thought do seem to be conscious, and you feel like you can voice the reasons for your 

decision or the basis for your conclusion, if anyone asks. This surely sounds like a situation in which thoughts are conscious. 

Remarkably, though, this sense of knowing your own thoughts may, in many cases, be an illusion.  

In the Nisbett and Schacter study, participants firmly denied that their willingness to accept shock was influenced by the pill 

they’d taken. Instead, they offered other explanations that had nothing to do with the pill. It seems, then, that participants had 

some beliefs about why they acted as they did, but their beliefs were wrong – systematically ruling out a factor (the pill) that 

actually was having an enormous impact.  

Related examples are easy to find. Participants in one study read a brief excerpt from a novel and were asked to describe what 

emotional impact the excerpt had on them, and also why the excerpt had the impact it did: Which sentences or which images, 

within the excerpt, led to the emotional “kick”? The participants were impressively consistent in their judgements, with 86% 

pointing to a particular passage, describing the messiness of a baby’s crib, as crucial for the excerpt’s emotional tone. These 

judgements, however, were simply wrong. Another group of participants read the same excerpt, but without the bit about the crib. 

These participants reacted to the overall excerpt in exactly the same way as the earlier group. Apparently, the bit about the crib 

wasn’t crucial at all.  

In studies like these, participants think they know why they acted or reacted as they did, but they’re mistaken. Their self-reports 

are offered with full confidence, and in many cases the participants insist that they carefully thought about their actions, so that the 

various causes and influences were, it seems, out in plain view. Nonetheless, from our perspective as researchers, we can see that 

these introspective reports are wrong – ignoring factors we know to be crucial, highlighting factors we know to be irrelevant.  

How could these introspections get so far off track? The answer starts with the fact that we’ve already showcased – namely, that 

the processes of thought are often unconscious. People seeking to introspect, therefore, have no way to inspect these processes, 

and so, if they’re going to explain their own behaviour, they need some other source of information. Often, that other source is 

likely to be an after-the-fact reconstruction. Roughly put, people reason in this fashion: “Why did I act that way? I have no direct 

information, but maybe I can draw on my broad knowledge about why, in general, people might act in certain ways in this 

situation. From that base, I can make some plausible inferences about why I acted as I did”. So, for example: “I know that, in 

general, passages about babies or passages about squalor can be emotionally moving: I bet that’s what moved me in reading this 

passage”.  

These after-the-fact reconstructions will often be correct, because people’s beliefs about why they act as they do are generally 

sensible: “Why am I angry at Gail? She just insulted me, and I know that, in general, people tend to get angry when they’ve been 

insulted. I bet, therefore, that I’m angry because she insulted me”. In cases such as this, an inference based on generic knowledge 

is likely to be accurate.  

In other settings, however, these reconstructions can be totally wrong. They’ll go off track, for example, if someone’s beliefs 

about a specific setting happen to be mistaken; in that case, inferences based on those beliefs will obviously be problematic. 

Likewise, the reconstructions will go off track if the person didn’t notice some relevant factor in the setting; here, too, inferences 

not taking that factor into account will yield mistaken interpretations.  

But let’s be clear that these after-the-fact reconstructions don’t “feel like” inferences. When research participants (or people in 

general) explain their own behaviours, they’re usually convinced that they’re simply remembering their own mental processes 
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